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‘Red carpet for business, detention for refuge’ 
aditus foundation’s reaction to the new temporary visa 

scheme 
 
Malta’s migration politics has reached a new level of irony that unashamedly ridicules 
the desperate plight of refugees losing their lives at sea. The recent news that Libyan 
business representatives will be granted temporary visas to come to Malta to conduct 
business flies in the face of EU-wide calls for safe and legal access to protection for 
refugees.  
 
Together with Malta’s Individual Investor Programme, this is yet another message 
Malta is choosing to send to the world: “if you are a rich migrant, the red carpet will 
be rolled out, whilst if you’re a refugee it’s either Italy or detention”. 
 
In principle, we have no objection to this new scheme as it has clear economic 
advantages for the Maltese and Libyan economies, thereby potentially improving the 
lives of persons and communities. It could also represent a legal and safe way for 
some refugees to access Malta’s asylum procedure. Yet whilst the Government 
discusses and implements this scheme, we continue to receive urgent requests for 
assistance from Libyans, Syrians and other persons outside of their countries due to 
wars and persecution, yet they are unable to move on and unable to return home.  
 
The refusal of Malta’s and other EU Member State embassies and representations to 
grant humanitarian visas to these refugees remains one of the key factors pushing 
them onto boats to attempt to cross the Mediterranean.  
 
“When we’re asked, ‘which embassy will give my family a visa to come to safety?’, 
we know there is very little we can say or do. It’s terrible, because we know what 
usually happens next: a floundering boat packed with men, women and children 
becomes a very expensive visa, with little guarantee of safe arrival.” (Dr. Neil Falzon, 
aditus foundation Director). 
 
Once again, we strongly urge the Maltese authorities to consider translating the logic 
behind this new temporary visa scheme into humanitarian action with a view to 
granting refugees safe and legal access to Malta. 
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aditus is an independent, voluntary & non-profit organisation established with a view 
to monitor, act & report on access to fundamental human rights by individuals & 
groups. 
 
aditus believes in the universality, interdependence & indivisibility of all human rights 
& strives to promote their rights-based understanding & application.  Whereas aditus’ 
focus is Malta, it works towards highlighting the regional & international dimensions 
of human rights in Malta. 
 
 


